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PURPOSE 
To discuss digital health and Data/IT modernization commitments in the context of the PDUFA 
reauthorization. 
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At the tenth PDUFA Negotiation meeting on 12/16, FDA and Industry discussed draft 
commitment language for the DHT (Digital Health Technology) proposal in addition to the 
Data/IT Modernization proposal. FDA and Industry discussed commitment language, and 
alignment regarding key priority areas. 
 
FDA and Industry discussed draft DHT commitment language. The parties continued exploring 
alignment on an appropriate scope and level of planning, review and reporting in the identified 
priority areas. FDA expressed its intent to build a steering committee of experts across centers to 
enhance consistency across the human drugs and biologics program and more broadly. FDA and 
Industry discussed the means to identify initiatives that would inform policy and address key priority 
areas relevant to DHT evaluation.  
 
FDA and Industry also reviewed Data/IT modernization commitment language. The parties 
discussed the scope and objectives of the annual and quarterly meetings described in the draft 
commitment, including level of participation in meetings for best efficiency. FDA CBER described 
its developing IT roadmap that will outline performance objectives and milestones for tracking 
progress. The group also discussed drawing a line of sight between the proposed enterprise data and 
IT strategy and PDUFA-only commitments and goals.  FDA and Industry agreed to further 
consider commitments and to continue discussion at the next meeting. 
 



There were no other substantive proposals or significant controversies. 
 


